** ICELAND [and non]. Hi Glenn, I am sitting here in a third floor 
apartment on the Seltjarnarnes Peninsula, Reykjavik, Iceland, and am 
listening to a Reykjavik (Iceland) test station on 666 kHz running 1 
kilowatt and no IDs, just continuous pop, rock and oldies, including 
some Country oldies country like Johnny Cash.

My friend here in Reykjavik and I think the play-list consisting of
approx. 200 songs is quite hilarious and entertaining.

When I first heard it the second night here I thought it was a pirate!

Of course I am making a lot of recordings of this test. On Thursday 15
December 2016, my Reykjavik friend Kristjan and I met up with the
fellow involved in the test - Bennie. Bennie is also a 6-meter buff as 
I am, and we had a lot to talk about including my time in September 
1986 doing field-strength measurements for 1060 KAHU Hilo then 
testing; also:

This Reykjavik 666 kHz test station presently running since March 2016
(via an old Bauer AM transmitter retrofitted with an sophisticated
SCADA system) was built to determine whether a single or network of
mediumwave transmitting-stations situated throughout Iceland could
replace the aging longwave broadcast systems on 189 and 207 kHz
(parallel 90.1 here in Reykjavik).

Presently 189 kHz transmits from the tip of the Sneafellsnes Peninsula
near Ondvertharnes Lighthouse, so about 50 km or so to the northwest
of Reyk City. The transmitter is at half-power of 150 kW presently due
to problems with the aging 450 metre-tall mast. The 207 kHz 
transmitter is in eastern Iceland and is running the full 100 kW 
power.

This test station on 666 kHz (employing a Marconi "T" antenna with
single cable uplead to the flat-top antenna much like an NDB) for the
government of Iceland will run for a while longer but is not 
guaranteed to be on much past the Summer of 2017. I caught 666 kHz 
Reykjavik via skywave the early morning of 13 December on Hrisey 
(Island) north of Akureyri in the north of Iceland in the midst of 
Eyjafjorthur fjord.

The 666 kHz Reykjavik station was fading under and over Portugal on my
Sony ICF-SW7600GR barefoot. Recording(s) made of course.

When the K-index finally dropped below 2 to 1 (we saw aurora a few
partially clear nights) the AM/MW BCB came alive, and in the middle of
the night North American 10 kHz stations hetrodyne UK and European
stations. Moldova (1 MW) 1413 was solid every night up in the north
Iceland. USA graveyarder stations on 1230 to 1490 were just warbly
carriers and brief snippits of audio up north on Hrisey Island and 
also in Reykjavik, even past 11.00 local time morning dawn!

1449 UK stations below 1 kW hetrodyne USA 1450 graveyarders in the
middle of the long night here but so lit up via the moon and Christmas
lights.

By the way,  I made a lot of recordings of 1215 Absolute Radio UK with
their many "synched" transmitters and never failed to be amazed at the
complex selective-fading syndrome evident with them in Iceland (and as
I recall in Russia and Finland in Sept. 2009, too.) It is NICE to not
have Russia (V. of Russia) QRMing Absolute Radio 1215 kHz now, too).

Greenland 650 is solid reception into Reykjavik past 11.00 also (//
720 weaker). 650 is a big signal now at 22.06 local/UT Iceland time.

All being documented on several recorders I have. Most of my audio
recordings of broadcast DX will be posted on Internet Archives
sometime this winter once back home in California!

BTW, I also visited the 355 REK NDB on the tip of the Seltjarnarnes
Peninsula admidst a golf course.

73 from a very mild Reykjavik, Iceland - (Stephen P. McGreevy - N6NKS 
- 17 December 2016 at 22.13 UT. (Revised 22 Dec. 2016 in Keeler,
California)
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** ICELAND [and non]. I’ve been going over all of my AM-band DX 
recordings (LW/MW) made during my 11-day business and pleasure trip. 
By the way I return to Iceland later this Spring 2017 to do more work 
for a new Reykjavik tech firm I now work for 
(geo-physical/aurora/magnetosphere research).

Firstly, the RUV 666 kHz Reykjavik test station with 1 kW as received
up on Hrisey in north Iceland at about 0445 UT 14 December has a
nearly exact 4 Hz beat/SAH with SER Barcelona, Spain (not Portugal as
I said in my note a few weeks ago). So if rock or pop music is heard
and a 4 Hz beat with Barcelona is heard, it is likely Reykjavik. From
recordings 3 days apart the 4 Hz beat is steady, so it looks like the
amazing and truly sophisticated SCADA unit embedded into the old Bauer
transmitter is rock steady!

I supplied Benni (one of the fellows involved in the RUV test and whom
I met in Reykjavik at The Pearl/Perlan, on 15 December) with an ID
file in case he liked it and wished to have some sort of ID for the
station. I made the 30 second ID track whimsical and it also has
three “666” IDs in 1020 Hz Morse Code (just like a BCB DX test), so it
will be heard pretty good if DX skywave, someplace, hopefully. I’m
also going to supply him with much more music or else my Reykjavik
friend Kristjan will that I mailed to him on a USB drive last week -
hi! Kinda fun to “assist” this station.

The RUV seemingly has mixed feelings about converting to MW from the
two LW transmitters on 189 and 207 kHz. Benni felt that it would take
several (up to) 100 kW MW transmitters to have similar and steady
coverage as even the 189 kHz transmitter can do presently, as the LW
transmitter(s) have big groundwave coverage throughout the volcanic
(low ground conductivity!) terrain island-wide. So the study of the
remarkably quite excellent signal coverage of 666 kHz Reykjavik goes
on for a while more - as said last note, it’ll go on at least into
this Summer, so DX it while the long nights exist this winter. 

On a decent car radio (Mitsubishi Montego) tuned to 670 (it is a USA-
market vehicle we drove all over) we rocked out to 666 kHz Reykjavik 
well past Bifrost on the Hwy 1 Ring Road heading toward Hrisey (over 
100 km distant from Reykjavik). Returning, although the station 
immediately blanked-out as we entered the long road-tunnel under 
Hvalfjordur (fjord) north of Hofsvik, perhaps about 200 meters before 
we re-emerged outside, the 666 station did a strange picket-fencing 
type fade-up but stronger each burst until blasting in again upon 
exiting the tunnel. I demonstrated this interesting e-field effect 
with my friend Kristjan. I say that the 1 kW signal coverage of RUV’s 
666 kHz is superb, anyway, judging on the car radio 

[later:] Hi Glenn, My stupid little Chinese recorder is way too audio-
sensitive and so this recording is somewhat distorted but entertaining 
no-less of the RUV 666 kHz test station from Vatnsendi, Reykjavik, 
Iceland as heard on a car receiver tuned to 670 kHz driving near 
Bifrost, Iceland on the Hwy. 1 Ring Road returning back to Reykjavik 
on Wed. 14 Dec. 2016. Good Doors tune. Sorry for the distortion, but I 
was not aware of the over-sensitivity of the recorder until returning 
home here, alas (Steve McGreevy - N6NKS, 
http://www.auroralchorus.com 
Natural VLF Radio and Travel, Jan 15, DX LISTENING DIGEST) 

See also DX-PEDITIONS for his logs from elsewhere while in Iceland 
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DX-PEDITIONS
++++++++++++

ICELANDIC DX RECORDINGS REVIEW

Hello again Glenn, Since returning from Iceland on 19 December 2016 
(where I stayed in a nice suburb of Reykjavik 10 minutes walk from the 
seashore), and also up on Hrisey (“Tree Island”) in the north of 
Iceland (admist Eyjafjordur), I’ve been going over all of my AM-band 
DX recordings (LW/MW) made during my 11-day business and pleasure 
trip. By the way I return to Iceland later this Spring 2017 to do more 
work for a new Reykjavik tech firm I now work for (geo-
physical/aurora/magnetosphere research). 

[anything to do with the Chinese station being built in Iceland?? gh]

A fascinating picture of MW DX in Iceland during my stay there is
emerging from my recordings, now being compiled and uploaded to a
couple of my albums on Internet Archives (please see my website for
details). [About MW/LW in Iceland itself: see ICELAND]

GREENLAND: the 650 Greenland (Qeqertarsuaq, in western Greenland) 
signal in Reykjavik is the best, being on average about 3 to 6 dB 
better than both 570 and 720 parallels. If Iceland follows Greenland’s 
lead in establishing MW broadcast stations, this is a nice trend 
against more MW closures we’ve seen in Europe.

I guess my recordings of 162 Allouis, France were my last I’ll ever
make (from Hrisey, north Iceland). Will LW be devoid of broadcasting
by 2025?

One morning the 710 kHz R. Rebelde transmitter complex in Cuba came in
with audio, hetting the 711 kHz Europeans. That was on a local
“DXpedition” walk to the shoreline near Reyk. at about 10.45 local
time 17 December (to escape bad X-mas LED light buzz/hash-noise in
town) when I caught a good recording of choir music on 650 I first
thought to be Caribbean-sounding, but sounded rather exotic, and
later noted it was Greenland in my WRTH.

Surprisingly, compared to the signal-strengths of US graveyarders 1230
to 1490 as heard in Hawaii on past Expeditions there, they all are by
far much weaker in Iceland, and this must be due to a long passage
through the side of the auroral-oval tangentially, resulting in
considerable attenuation compared to signals from the south (Ireland,
Britain, mainland Europe and north Africa). For instance 1341
Lisnagarvy N. Ireland is regularly hetted every morning by 1340
graveyarders in North America (and South?), but only having my Sony
ICF-SW7600GR barefoot (next time I bring my Tecsun loop!) I could
barely hear audio from most anything from NA save for 1210 VOAR St.
John’s, Nfld. which came in strong enough some mornings to Iceland
that the audio (relig. programming) was fair. As such, a lot of the
time I just recorded carriers heterodyning and fading, and SAHs.

I sure love the 1449 kHz UK/Euro mixture and the 1450 North America GY
mixture heterodyne syndrome in Iceland, also. Seems I spent hours
listening to/DXing that mixture. Same for 1600/1602 kHz.

All right, I’ll send this summary and proceed to complete my listen 
and review of my LW/MW DX recordings from Iceland! 73 Glenn and 
kindest thanks again, Stephen McGreevy

Dear Glenn, Further recording reviews: As I love the Spanish language 
and prefer DXing Mexican AM stations here in the northern Mojave 
Desert, while in Iceland I did a lot of band-scanning, especially for 
Spain and other Spanish language signals (Cuba's Radio Rebelde 710 
complex came in fine one morning in Reykjavik, surprisingly).

As for Spain herself, RNE Sevilla 684 was the big kahuna followed by
the RNE synchros on 855. Even a few 1602 Spaniards came in nicely
with a lot of QSB into Iceland, often hetted by 1600 NAs as the long
nights progressed.

The UK-signal winner in Iceland was by far 810 BBC Radio Scotland
which I really enjoyed hours of while in Iceland all over at night.
1341 N. Ireland (Lisnagarvey) was strong nightly with a 1340 NA
graveyarder-hets as morning progressed. 882 Wales OK, weird echo on
909 R. 5 Live, 1548 London solid but QSB a lot and hetted by 1550 NAs
later in the a.m. 1215 Absolute Radio UK always has bizarre
selective-fading and an identical pumping/slow-hetrodyne from one of
their not-quite synched transmitters, as also heard back in Sept. 2009
in St. Petersburg, Russia, and Vaatna, Finland! At one point I
recorded 1215 Absolute Radio develop a cool "echo" of maybe 200 mS
from another unsynched xmtr. (Kinda like 981 in China!!!) A really
cool station to study propagation on in Iceland!

Uhh what else; on the expanded band only 1620 had weak carriers and
maybe faint 1660s, but compared to 1230 and the other graveyard
channels they were very weak. That's it for now - g-nite from here - 
(Steve McGreevy - N6NKS, http://www.auroralchorus.com Natural VLF 
Radio and Travel, Jan 15, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
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